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Abstract: The estimation of position and orientation of a PMD camera in a global reference frame is required by many measurement applications based on such systems. PMD cameras produce a depth as
well as a reflectance image of low resolution compared to standard optical cameras, so that calibration of the cameras based on the reflecance
image alone is difficult.
We will present a novel approach for calibrating the focal length and
3d pose of a PMD camera based on the depth and reflectance image
of a planar checkerboard pattern. By integrating both sources of information higher accuracies can be achieved. Furthermore, one single
image is sufficient for calibrating the focal length as well as the 3d pose
from a planar reference object. This is because the depth measurements
are orthogonal to the lateral intensity measurements and provide direct
metric information.
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Introduction

Recently real-time active 3d range cameras based on time-of-flight technology
like the Photonic Mixer Device (PMD) have become available. Calibration and 3d
pose estimation of such systems is an important sub-task for many measurement
applications.
Furthermore, PMD range cameras are used in conjunction with other measurement devices. For instance the accuracy of stereo systems and PMD cameras is
compared in [2] and a fused surface reconstruction is proposed in [1], which requires a reliable relative calibration of the stereo and the PMD camera. Also in [9]
a fusion of PMD and stereo is proposed. The relative orientation of a PMD and an
optical camera is also required in [12]. We will provide a simple and easy method
for establishing such relative orientation based on images of a planar checkerboard
pattern.
Calibration of PMD cameras is described in [8] and [10], who both use photogrammetric methods described for instance in [13] and [3] on the reflectance
images to estimate focal length and 3d pose. The depth image is not used for pose
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estimation, because the scope of those works is also the depth calibration of the
cameras. It is pointed out, that the poor quality of the low resolution intensity
images makes precise localization very difficult (cf. also [11]). In contrast to those
works we assume the depth to be calibrated, so that it can be used for estimating
3d pose and focal length, thereby improving the achievable accuracy.
We will present a novel approach for calibrating focal length and 3d pose based
on both the reflectance and the depth image provided by a PMD camera. In contrast
to optical cameras only one single image is required for calibrating focal length and
3d pose, as the depth information is orthogonal to the lateral information contained
in the intensity image. Due to the high redundancy of the depth measurements,
highly accurate results should be achievable.
In section 2 the geometric camera model will be described. This model is used
in section 3 to estimate focal length and 3d pose from one single reflectance and
depth image of a planar checkerboard calibration pattern. Finally we will present
some experiments in section 5.

2

Camera model

The geometric camera model assumed in the following is as follows. A 3d point
is projected according to the homogeneous equation (cf. [7], p.142)
xi ∝ KR (X i − C)

(1)

where C is the unknown position of the camera, R is the unknown rotation of the
camera and the intrinsic parameters are contained in the calibration matrix


c 0 xh
K =  0 c yh 
(2)
0 0 1
We assume the principal point (xh , yh ) to be known (usually in the center of the
image), the skew to be zero and the aspect ratio to be one. Hence, only the focal
length c is introduced as an unknown parameter here.
In contrast to classical optical cameras we assume a depth image to be given,
so that for each pixel xi also the corresponding depth λi is known. Hence, for each
pixel the corresponding 3d point X i can be computed as follows
X i = λi q

R T K−1 xi
+C
−T −1
xT
K xi
iK

(3)

Assuming without loss of generality the planar reference object to be located
at the Z = 0 plane, one can derive one constraint per pixel by requiring Xz = 0.
Using equation (3) this is expressible as
q
−T −1
T −1
λi r z K xi + Cz xT
K xi = 0
(4)
iK
or equivalent
λi = −

Cz

q

−T −1
xT
K xi
iK

−1
rT
xi
zK

(5)
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Obviously a planar reference object is not sufficient for calibration using depth
alone. Hence the reflectance image has to be used. Therefore the intensities are
assumed to be equal to the known intensities of the reference object


T −1
R
K
x
i
Iref (X i ) = Iref λi q
+ C  = I(xi )
(6)
−T −1
T
xi K K xi
or by substituting λi
I(xi ) = Iref

Cz R T K−1 xi
C−
−1
rT
xi
zK

!
(7)

where I(xi ) denotes the reflectance image and Iref denotes the reference image
(here a smoothed checkerboard pattern).
In the following we will show, how equation (5) and (7) can be used to estimate
the unknown focal length and pose of the camera.

3

Optimization

Now we will show, how the focal length and the pose can be determined from the
depth and the reflectance image. Therefore we assume the focal length c(0) as well
as rotation R (0) and position C (0) to be approximately known. We will postpone
the discussion of obtaining initial values to the next section and first show how to
estimate those quantities starting from approximate initial values.
Representing the rotation matrix using its Taylor expansion (cf. [5], p.53)


0 −κ φ
R (ν+1) ≈ R (ν) +  κ 0 −ω 
(8)
−φ ω
0
and collecting the unknown parameters into a vector
T
p = c ω φ κ Cx Cy Cz

(9)

one can synthesize the depth image from the parameters using equation (5) as

 ∂f
i1
λi = fi1 (p) ≈ fi1 p(ν) +
∆p
(10)
∂p p(ν)
and synthesize the reflectance image from the parameters using equation (7) as

 ∂f
i2
∆p
I(xi ) = fi2 (p) ≈ fi2 p(ν) +
(11)
∂p p(ν)
Note, that in this formulation no derivative of any observed noisy low-resolution
depth or reflectance image is required for the Taylor expansion.
Denoting the Jacobians with

Ai1 =

∂fi1
∂p p(ν)

Ai2 =

∂fi2
∂p p(ν)

(12)
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and


∆li2 = I(xi ) − fi2 p(ν)



∆li1 = λi − fi1 p(ν)

one obtains the parameter covariance as (cf. [5], p.87)
!−1
N
X
1 T
1 T
(ν+1)
C pp =
A Ai1 + 2 Ai2 Ai2
σ12 i1
σ2
i
From this the parameter update is computed as
!
N
X
1 T
1 T
∆p = C pp
A ∆li1 + 2 Ai2 ∆li2
σ12 i1
σ2
i

(13)

(14)

(15)

yielding the improved parameter vector
p(ν+1) = p(ν) + ∆p

(16)

The residuals in the depth image are given by
Ω1 =

N
X

||Ai1 ∆p − ∆li1 ||2

(17)

i

and the residuals in the reflectance image are given by
Ω2 =

N
X

||Ai2 ∆p − ∆li2 ||2

(18)

i

so that the variance factors can be updated according to (cf. [5], p.91)
2 Ω
2 Ω

2 

2 
2
1
(ν)
(ν)
(ν+1)
(ν+1)
= σ2
= σ1
and
σ2
σ1
N −7
N −7
(0)

(19)

(0)

Starting with initial variance factors σ1 = σ2 = 1 this process should be iterated
until convergence. We chose as convergence criterion, that the update is smaller
than 1% of the expected accuacy, i.e. ∆pC −1
pp ∆p < 0.01.
Up to now we have shown, how optimal estimates for the parameters can be
obtained by stepwise improvement. In the following we will discuss, how nonoptimal initial values can be determined from the input data.

4

Initial values

The iterative method described in the previous sections has to be initialized
with approximate initial values. To obtain those initial values, the checkerboard
pattern has to be identified in the intensity image. This can either be done manually
or using the techniques implemented in [4]. We chose to manually select the four
corners of the checkerboard pattern.
After identifying the corners of the checkerboard pattern in the image, we computed the average depth λ of this region from the depth image. Knowing the
diagonal of the checkerboard in image space di as well as in object space do an
approximate focal length can be computed as c(0) = λ ddoi .
Using this approximate focal length and the known 2d-3d correspondences on
the planar checkerboard, standard backward intersection techniques (cf. [6],p.786)
can be used to obtain an initial pose of the camera.
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Figure 1
Two typical reflectance images of our PMD camera. The two images constitute the two extrema of a zoom sequence exploiting the full zoom range (see text).

σc [pel]
0.2081

σω [ ◦ ]
0.1197

σφ [ ◦ ]
0.0694

σκ [ ◦ ]
0.0601

σX [mm]
3.9994

σY [mm]
6.8511

σZ [mm]
0.3785

Table 1 Computed standard deviations for a fronto-parallel image of a checkerboard
pattern at approximately 3m distance with computed focal length c = 184.3, i.e. an
opening angle of approximately 20◦ × 15◦ , corresponding to the reflectance image depicted
on the left hand side of figure 1.
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Results

We applied the presented method for the
task of calibrating a
PMD camera using
the setup depicted in
figure 2.
In figure
1 two exemplary reflectance images of the
checkerboard calibration pattern having a Figure 2
The setup used for calibration of the PMD camresolution of 64 × 48 era.
pixels are shown.
A calibration from a fronto-parallel checkerboard pattern at approximately 3m
distance with opening angle of approximately 20◦ × 15◦ corresponding to the reflectance image depicted on the left hand side of figure 1 yielded the accuracies
presented in table 1. It can be seen, that the computed values are quite competitive and that the accuracy in direction of the depth are one order of magnitute
more accurate. This high accuracy results from the high redundancy of the estimation and the orthogonality of reflectance and depth information. However, the
result depends on the assumption, that there is no systematic error contained in
the depth measurements, so that an accurate depth calibration of the PMD camera
(cf. [10]) is crucial.
In table 2 the computed correlations between the parameters are depicted. It
can be seen, that rotation and lateral motion are highly correlated due to the narrow
opening angle of the PMD camera. This effect is even worse if the PMD camera is
zoomed, i.e. the opening angle is narrowed. To quantify this effect we took a zoom
sequence ranging over the full possible range starting at the image depicted on the
left hand side of figure 1 having a computed focal length of 184.3pel and ending
at the image depicted on the right hand side of figure 1 having a computed focal
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c
ω
φ
κ
X
Y
Z

c
1.0000
-0.0847
-0.1005
-0.0441
-0.1021
0.0915
-0.2118

ω
-0.0847
1.0000
0.0360
0.0291
0.0358
-0.9985
0.2668

φ
-0.1005
0.0360
1.0000
0.0327
0.9960
-0.0362
0.0220

κ
-0.0441
0.0291
0.0327
1.0000
0.0222
-0.0314
0.0114

X
-0.1021
0.0358
0.9960
0.0222
1.0000
-0.0360
0.0257

Y
0.0915
-0.9985
-0.0362
-0.0314
-0.0360
1.0000
-0.2708

Z
-0.2118
0.2668
0.0220
0.0114
0.0257
-0.2708
1.0000

Table 2 Computed correlations between the parameters corresponding to the accuracy
values shown in table 1

ρ

length of 477.9pel. The resulting correlation between corresponding rotation and
translation parameters is depicted in figure 3. As expected the correlation further
increases with decreasing opening angle.
Next we moved the calibration pattern in front of the PMD camera in or0.999
der to assess the performance of the
0.998
calibration. The empirical mean of
the computed focal lengths for differ0.997
ent views of the calibration pattern was
µc = 183.9 with an empirical standard
0.996
deviation of σc = 4.63. The deviation
0.995
of the empirical standard deviation and
200 250 300 350 400 450
the computed standard deviations can
c [pel]
be explained by systematic errors in the
Figure 3
Correlation ρ between rotadepth measurement as well as by the tion and translation against estimated focal
correlation of the focal length with the length c in pixels for the zoom sequence.
pose, especially its Z-component.
Simultaneously we took pictures of
mean
standard deviation
the calibration pattern with a standard
X
27.8285 cm
9.7977 cm
1024 × 786 camera rigidly coupled with
Y
47.4395 cm
6.0589 cm
the PMD camera and determined its
Z
74.3781 cm
6.5851 cm
poses for reference using a standard Table 3
Estimated relative translation
bundle adjustment. In order to elim- parameters corresponding to the setup shown
inate the effect of correlation between in figure 4 together with their standard devifocal length and pose we re-estimated ations.
the pose parameters for the PMD images with a fixed focal length of µc = 183.9.
The resulting poses for the PMD cameras and the corresponding optical cameras
are shown in figure 4. Note, that the poses of the PMD cameras are estimated
individually while the poses of the optical cameras are obtained using an overall
adjustment.
To quantify those results we computed the relative pose of the optical camera
with respect to the PMD camera. Because both cameras were rigidly coupled,
this should not change over the sequence. The relative translation together with its
standard deviations is presented in table 3. Although the standard deviations of the
translation are up to 10cm, the significance of this result is limited. The reason for
this is the large correlation between rotation and translation parameters resulting
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Figure 4
Estimated poses of the PMD cameras (bold) together with corresponding
poses of the optical cameras. The position of the calibration pattern is shown in gray.

from the narrow opening angle of the PMD camera. Taking those correlations into
account, a precise relative orientation between two cameras for the task of object
reconstruction is possible (cf. [2] and [1]).
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Conclusion

We presented a simple and accurate method for the calibration of focal length
and 3d pose based on a reflectance and a depth image of a planar calibration
pattern, which enables us to locate a PMD camera in a global coordinate system,
and allows for the relative orientation between the PMD camera and a standard
optical camera.
It has been shown, that the major limitation results from the narrow opening
angle of current PMD cameras. In particular the low resolution of the resulting
images is not the limiting factor, because depth and intensity measurements complement each other and allow highly accurate estimations. This is in contrast to
the view of [11].
The presented method is a per-image calibration, which estimates all parameters
for each image seperately. While this approach is simple and easily applicable,
future work will include estimating the calibration parameters from multiple images
and including classical optical cameras with larger resolution and more important
larger opening angles into the adjustment in order to obtain more accurate results
and reduce the correlations between the parameters.
Another interesting approach, which has to be exploited in the future, would
be the joint distance, focal length and pose calibration of a PMD camera based on
such a multi-camera adjustment.
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